Timing synchronization is a critical issue for Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) systems. Compared to the time-domain correlation schemes for OFDM timing synchronization, frequency-domain schemes can provide better performance due to their ability to resolve channel multipath. Employing a complex Gaussian model for the estimated OFDM channel impulse response (CIR), this paper derives the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) and a Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) for the timing offset parameter. The MLE is further simplified to be impIementable with a delay locked loop (DLL) fine timing structure based on channel power delay profile (PDP). Using this scheme, the mean-square error of the symbol timing estimation can be reduced by orders of magnitude, when compared with the peak-finding fine timing schemes under multipath fading channels.
INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has become a popular technique for high-bit-rate wireless communications. High spectral efficiency and efficient multipath immunity are two major features of the OFDM technique. However, OFDM systems appear to be more vulnerable to carrier frequency offset and symbol timing synchronization errors, compared with single carrier systems However, in the presence of multipath, time-domain correlation methods in general can not provide the optimum timing position. In [3], 1. 51, [6] and [7] , frequency-domain based schemes are proposed. These schemes first use frequency domain channel transfer function (CTF) to estimate the channel impulse response (CIR), then find the timing position of the estimated CIR in the estimator window. Thanks to their ability to resolve multipath channels, frequencydomain schemes are generally superior to time-domain correlation schemes.
In this paper, a novel frequency-domain based fine timing synchronization scheme is proposed. The estimated CIR at the receiver is modeled as a complex Gaussian random process with the timing offset as a parameter. The CramerRao Lower Bound (CRLB) for the timing offset is derived and a Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) of the timing parameter is developed. We further analyzed the probabiIity of obtaining the correct timing estimates with the derived MLE for discrete-valued timing scenario. The result is compared with that of the peak-finding scheme [3] . For the real-valued timing scenario, the MLE can be simplified to a practical delay-locked loop (DLL) structure based on channel power delay profile (PDP). Numerical simulations show that the tracking ability of the proposed PDP based DLL structure has significant performance improvement over that of peak-finding schemes [31, [SI, [71. 
SYSTEM MODEL
where fi$,, denotes the effective channel transfer function (CTF), which equals to ejza(n/N)ecHi:, and actually includes the effect of timing error e<. A least-square (LS) estimation of Hi,n can be obtained by
The CIR can then be estimated by IFFT processing on &i,n.
After that, an estimator window is applied to this estimated CIR to obtain an observable estimated CIR vector 6 = {ki,~, hi,^, ... hi,^-^}. This estimated CIR vector is actually a time-shifted version of the real channel (1) and has a probability density function given by x Here, Q is the length of the estimator window and is chosen to be larger than P, where P = [Tm/TJ is the length of the channel multipath delay (Tm and T are, respectively, the maximum delay spread and the sampling t i y e interval).
C, = C+u21 is the autocorrelation matrix of h which consists of the real channel autocorrelation C and an additive white Gaussian noise with variance oz. Note that C , and C are functions of the symbol timing error et, and C(et) can be expressed as where DL is an L x L diagonal matrix with diagonal elements uEk, and
where ak(ec) is a Q x 1 vector with qth element ak,, (ec) equal to
In the above equation, N, is the number of IFFT points used to generate the estimated CR, and 1 is the delay between the srart of the estimaior window and the start of the estimated CIR.
CRLB FOR THE SYMBOL TIMING ERROR AND THE MLE
According to the data model (3, the CRtB for the symbol timing error ec can be derived similarly to that for the classical estimation with complex data [ 101,
The CKLB at the zero timing offset for the T U channel model (Table 1 ) is calculated and plotted in Fig.1 
Next, we analyse the performance of the simplified MLE scheme ( I 3). With the same independent Gaussian assumption on { & p } as that for the generic peak-finding aIgorithm, the correct estimation probability for the derived MLE is given by
The probability of P(A(0) < R(ec)), for a specific ec, can be derived as The correct estimation probabilities of these two different types of liming synchronizers are calculated under the T U model (Table 1 ) and the results are plotted in Fig.2 . For the peak-finding method, the 'simplified PF' curve is abtained using (16) with Q = 7 and the 'upperbound PF' curve is obtained using (17) with Q = 30; as for the proposed MLE method, curves 'lowerbound MU and 'upperbound ML' are generated using (22) and (25) respectively both with Q = 30. The results show significant superiority of the proposed ML timing estimator to the conventional peak-finding scheme.
MLE FOR REAL-VALUED TIMING AND THE

DLL STRUCTURE
In the case of real-valued timing parameters, the MLE needs to be operated in a small fractional timing grid. Because of the matrix multiplication involved in (6) and the matrix inversion involved in (1 I), the straightforward calculation of the MLE in fractional time grid would be a computationally complex task.
One practical alternative to estimate the real-valued timing parameter is to apply the delay locked loop (DLL) [ 3 ] . When the initial estimate of ec is within the conver, wnce region, a recursive solution for ( 1 1) is given by here, p is a small positive number and the derivative in (26) can be approximated by 
This is actually a formula for a first-order digital DLL with k as a feedback loop parameter.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, simulation results are presented to demonstrate the performance improvement achieved by the proposed scheme. Delay paths in the TU model ( Knowing that in a practical OFDM system it is more convenient to obtain h ( q ) than to calculate C;'(eC), the negative log-likelihood function (10) is modified to be
Based on the formulations (IO), (13), (28) and (29), a PDP based DLL fine timing structure is proposed and depicted in Fig.3. fi in the figure denotes the estimated CTF and a &time shift of the estimated CIR corresponds to a phase shift of the estimated CTF, which can be explictly expressed as where Np is the number of the pilot symbols, which equals to 64 in the simulations. In the simulation, the normalized advanced (and retarded) interval b was set to be 0.5, such that the two IFFT processes in the figure can be reduced to one. Simulation results are displayed in Fig.4 . For the proposed PDP-based DLL scheme, one curve is obtained with the assumption of perfect knowledge of the channel PDP, the other one is generated with estimated PDP during the data transmission. Significant improvement can be observed in the entire SNR region, especially in the high SNR region.
At the point where SNR is equal to 25dB, the proposed method yields a mean-square error about 1/90 of that of the first-peak-finding based method. Close performance between perfect PDP and estimated PDP shows that the proposed algorithm can tolerate imperfect knowledge of PDP and provide robust performance.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a fine timing synchronization scheme that urilizes power delay profile is proposed for OFDM systems. The proposed scheme is in essence an MLE which can be simplified for implementation using a DLL structure. The tracking performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated through simulations. In the COST207 TU wireless channel, the proposed scheme presents significant superiority to the simple peak finding scheme, an improvement of about 90 times can be achieved at around 25dB SNR. 
